Hello, sexy!

You hold the key to a million different ways to have amazing sex. This manual will get you started with must-knows and hot tips about your new toy. So, let's meet your dildo!

**A GUIDE TO incredible sex WITH YOUR DILDO**

**USA**

The dillo is a great choice and a go-to for anyone. A versatile toy, the dillo can be used on its own or with a variety of accessories. It's perfect for all body types and needs. Developed by Fun Factory, the dillo is made with durable, solid materials and has a contoured handle for easier control.

**FUN FACTORY GmbH**

Am Hohentorshafen 17-19
28197 Bremen · Germany

www.FUNFACTORY.com

**V-UM-033_201912**

**DILLO**

Play with me!

Here are some of our favorite ways to play:

- **Strap it on.** Your dildo shines in a harness.
- **Use it by hand for complete control over every thrust.**
- **Stick it in place.** Your dildo's base suctions to flat surfaces like shower walls.
- **Use a vibrator at the base for an even stronger sensation.**
- **Leave your dildo on the bed as a sexy message to your partner about what's happening later.**

**CLEAN**

**PLAY**

**REPEAT**

Take me with you!

Your dildo is the perfect addition to a steamy vacation.

For more languages, check: www.FUNFACTORY.com/manuals

**READY TO RIDE?**

**YOUR DILLO'S BASE CAN SUCTION ON TO SMOOTH, FLAT SURFACES.**
Hello, sexy!

You hold the key to a million different ways to have amazing sex. This manual will get you started with must-knows and hot tips about your new toy. So, let’s meet your dildo!

For more languages, check: www.FUNFACTORY.com/manuals
Play with me!

Here are some of our favorite ways to play:

Strap it on. Your dildo shines in a harness. Use it by hand for complete control over every thrust.
Stick it in place. Your dildo’s base suctions to flat surfaces like shower walls.
Pro Tips

Use a vibrator at the base for an even stronger sensation.

Leave your dildo on the bed as a sexy message to your partner about what’s happening later.
Take me with you!

Your dildo is the perfect addition to a steamy vacation.
WHAT’S NEXT?

Love your dildo and can’t wait to try another toy? We think it pairs well with...
REMEMBER: consent is not only important but also sexy! Make sure you both agree to these flirts and dares or make up your own!

LAYA II
For a full-coverage vibe that cups your hotspots, you need this partner-friendly favorite.

BOOTIE SMALL
If you’ve got a G-spot, this petite plug will angle your dildo into that massage-loving area.

WHAT'S NEXT?
Love your dildo and can't wait to try another toy? We think it pairs well with...

DARE TASKS
· I'll strap on (or hold up) the dildo, and you give it/me a BJ. Put on a show.
· Let me see you twerk. I choose the song.
· I'll run my hands slowly over your body. Tell me where they feel the most intense.
· Tell me how you want to use the toy on me—in a different accent.
· Fake an orgasm. Make it look good.

Flirt or Dare
SET THE STAGE
1. Grab a coin.
2. Set the mood. (Lighting is everything!)
3. Turn off your phone and turn on the music.

LET'S PLAY!
1. Choose the prize you want if you win.
2. The person with the longest tongue goes first.
3. On your turn, flip the coin. Heads = Flirt, Tails = Dare
4. Your partner picks your Flirt or Dare and reads it to you.

Be Playful
The winner is the first person to complete either 3 Dares or 5 Flirts.

FLIRT QUESTIONS
· What would your porn star name be?
· Would you rather have sex on a (private!) beach or in front of a cozy fire?
· Would you rather see me in leather, lace, or latex?
· What's one way you've never used a dildo but want to?
· What's hotter: getting a suggestive pic or an explicit text from me?

PRIZES
· Winner gets a happy ending massage tomorrow evening.
· Winner chooses whether to give or receive a celebratory spanking.
· You have a porn date. Winner picks the porn. Loser makes popcorn.
· Loser cleans up after date night, naked.
· Loser takes a sexy selfie with the dildo.
Flirt or Dare

SET THE STAGE

1. Grab a coin.
2. Set the mood. (Lighting is everything!)
3. Turn off your phone and turn on the music.

LET’S PLAY!

1. Choose the prize you want if you win.
2. The person with the longest tongue goes first.
3. On your turn, flip the coin.
   Heads = Flirt, Tails = Dare
4. Your partner picks your Flirt or Dare and reads it to you.

PRIZES

· Winner gets a happy ending massage tomorrow evening.
· Winner chooses whether to give or receive a celebratory spanking.
· You have a porn date. Winner picks the porn. Loser makes popcorn.
· Loser cleans up after date night, naked.
· Loser takes a sexy selfie with the dildo.

WHAT'S NEXT?

Love your dildo and can’t wait to try another toy? We think it pairs well with…

DARE TASKS

· I’ll strap on (or hold up) the dildo, and you give it/me a BJ. Put on a show.
· Let me see you twerk. I choose the song.
· I’ll run my hands slowly over your body. Tell me where they feel the most intense.
· Tell me how you want to use the toy on me—in a different accent.
· Fake an orgasm. Make it look good.

Laya II

For a full-coverage vibe that cups your hotspots, you need this partner-friendly favorite.

Bootie Small

If you’ve got a G-spot, this petite plug will angle your dildo into that massage-loving area.

Remember: consent is not only important but also sexy! Make sure you both agree to these flirts and dares or make up your own!
The winner is the first person to complete either 3 Dares or 5 Flirts.
PRIZES

- Winner gets a happy ending massage tomorrow evening.
- Winner chooses whether to give or receive a celebratory spanking.
- You have a porn date. Winner picks the porn. Loser makes popcorn.
- Loser cleans up after date night, naked.
- Loser takes a sexy selfie with the dildo.
FLIRT QUESTIONS

- What would your porn star name be?
- Would you rather have sex on a (private!) beach or in front of a cozy fire?
- Would you rather see me in leather, lace, or latex?
- What’s one way you’ve never used a dildo but want to?
- What’s hotter: getting a suggestive pic or an explicit text from me?

REMEMBER: consent is not only important but also sexy! Make sure you both agree to these flirts and dares or make up your own!
BOOTIE RING
Enhance your orgasms with firmer erections, perineum massage, and prostate play.

LAYA II
LAYA II is shaped to hug the body and deliver full-coverage vibration for deeper orgasms.

WHAT'S NEXT?
Love your MANTA and can't wait to try another toy? We think it pairs well with...

DARE TASKS
· I'll "write" the name of a sex act on your back with my finger. Guess which it is.
· Let me see you twerk. I choose the song.
· Wrestle me until one of us pins the other or taps out.
· Use the MANTA on your nipple. Run through all the speeds and patterns one by one, for at least 30 seconds total.
· Fake an orgasm. Make it look good.

PRIZES
· Winner gets a lap dance that incorporates the MANTA.
· Winner gets a full body massage before your next date.
· You have a porn date. Winner picks the porn. Loser makes popcorn.
· Loser cleans up after date night, naked.
· Loser sends the winner a naughty text each day for a week.

REMEMBER:
consent is not only important but also sexy! Make sure you both agree to these flirts and dares or make up your own!

Flirt or Dare
SET THE STAGE
1. Grab a coin.
2. Set the mood. (Lighting is everything!)
3. Turn off your phone and turn on the music.

LET'S PLAY!
1. Choose the prize you want if you win.
2. The person with the longest tongue goes first.
3. On your turn, flip the coin. Heads = Flirt, Tails = Dare
4. Your partner picks your Flirt or Dare and reads it to you.

Be Playful
The winner is the first person to complete either 3 Dares or 5 Flirts.

FLIRT QUESTIONS
· Think of the best orgasm you've had with me. Describe how it felt in your body.
· What song or movie title best describes our sex life?
· Would you rather have sex first thing in the morning or last thing in the evening?
· Imagine a role play scenario where we could use the MANTA—as sexy or as silly as you want.
· What's sexier: watching me have an orgasm or hearing me have an orgasm?
DARE TASKS

- I’ll strap on (or hold up) the dildo, and you give it/me a BJ. Put on a show.
- Let me see you twerk. I choose the song.
- I’ll run my hands slowly over your body. Tell me where they feel the most intense.
- Tell me how you want to use the toy on me—in a different accent.
- Fake an orgasm. Make it look good.

Be Playful
Wash me! Lube me up! Wash before and after every use, including the first. Use unscented soap or toy cleaner. Your toy is 100% waterproof. Don’t forget water-based lube!

In case this wasn’t intuitive — don’t put the MANTA in your butt!

YOUR GUIDE TO incredible sex WITH MANTA

Hello, sexy!

You hold the key to powerful stroking vibration and mind-expanding sex. This manual will get you started with must-knows and hot tips about your new toy. So, let’s meet the MANTA!

FUN FACTORY GmbH
Am Hohentorshafen 17-19
28197 Bremen · Germany

www.FUNFACTORY.com

Play with me!

To turn on, press for half a second. For higher speeds or patterns, click . For lower speeds or to return to steady vibration, click . To turn off, click . This toy has 6 speeds and 6 patterns and starts at medium speed.

Power me!

Plug the USB Magnetic Charger into a USB outlet. If the top glows red, it’s connected to power. Connect the end of the charger to the magnetic points at the base of your toy. Your vibe gets:

· About 6 hours initial charge
· 40-120 minutes play per charge

CLEAN PLAY CHARGE REPEAT

Take me with you!

For worry-free travel, just activate the travel lock!

To lock: Press and simultaneously for about half a second. To unlock: Press and simultaneously for about half a second. In both cases, the buttons will blink and the unit will buzz briefly.

For more languages, check:

www.FUNFACTORY.com/manuals

1. UNLOCK THE FUN!
2. CHARGE!

=            +

Press for half a second to remove travel lock

Made in Germany